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We are proposing to develop a new restaurant in Uptown Hamel. The restaurant will focus on Alsatian style 
rotisserie chicken (proprietary method), pizza and side items to provide a take-home family dining 
experience.  Local MN ingredients will be utilized in many preparations such as Hamel maple syrup and 
locally brewed sodas and ice cream.  The menu, created by Chef/Restauranteur Grant Bender, will feature, 
among other signature items, his General Foods/Seventeen Magazine award winning flourless chocolate cake 
and hot fudge sauce.

The building’s main structure is to be designed using cargo shipping containers as the framework for a 
structure that will emulate a historical grain elevator (a structure common to rural communities).  The 
adjacent Historical Hamel library on the location is proposed to be moved to the west of Charlie’s and 
provide a focal point and community gathering space with historical preservation intentions.

The restaurant is to focus on to-go or carry out services but maintain a small number of seats and a plaza for 
guests to stay and enjoy their dining experience on site.  

Some potential features include a simple foundation for ease of construction, a green roof/wall for aesthetic 
as well as a sustainable approach to the site, and a simple yet modern approach to the interior design.  This 
would include reused architectural elements, barnwood, copper and core 10 steel elements. 

The project is to be modern, but respect the nature of Hamel and the surrounding areas.  The vertical tower 
feature of the design is intended to drive awareness of downtown Hamel to Highway 55 traffic.  80+% of the 
exterior will by clad in locally reclaimed barn wood.
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 Main building will use high cube 40’ container for back of the house kitchen,  3x 20’ containers will each be used for a display kitchen, cue, order and 
dine open space and an architectural focal point tower emulating a grain elevator. 80+% will be clad in locally reclaimed barnwood.  The building will 
sit at the corner of Sioux and Hamel Rd. as to keep in the character of Uptown Hamel.

 Designed by Studio M Architects www.studiomarchitects.net in conjunction with ABConcepts-Richard and Steve Andres (Property Owners) and Grant Bender 
(Hospitality and Restaurant Professional) 

 To be built by Chameleon Concessions (created Cargo Food Authority, Food Truck Hall in MSP Terminal and many other food trucks) as a “modular 
design which will the first of its kind in Minnesota www.buildmeafoodtruck.com

 Foundation will be graded slab with utility hock-ups.  The parking lot will be expanded behind the building and shared parking will egress into the 
adjacent lot.  Close attention will be paid to grading at the back to ensure proper drainages and preserve the wooded area to the north.

 Green concept design
 Planted rooftop and live wall at entrance

 Reclaimed local woods as exterior face- keeping Uptown Hamel style, barn-woods interior with iron (local ironwork form a talented blacksmith in our area).  The 
exterior will feature a grain elevator look as to rekindle the community meeting space that was the local grain depositories throughout Minnesota (see pic page 
5)

 Interior of the entry “tower” will look just like an old grain tower and have reclaimed surfaces

 Community Gathering Area-Outdoor Fireplace on patio with sustainable hardscape and landscape 

 Solar power

 0% waste initiatives 

 Interior live cooking features- Rotisol Rotisserie oven, Turbo-Chef Pizza Ovens, bottled and draft non-alcoholic beverages, ice cream and pies.  
Featuring many local producers.

 90% carry-out menu concept
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 Modifications to design; the plans and proposed use of the property conform to the design and 
development standards for Uptown Hamel. Changes made to original Concept Review submission 
include:

 Building shall be located within 10 feet of the front lot line; new design will locate the building within 10 feet 
of Hamel and Sioux Dr.

 Patio area and new location of the Historic Library will provide a small plaza area at the corner.

 The design and form shall accommodate social and business interaction, provide a setting for the restaurant 
and will accommodate sitting, watching and in some instances outdoor dining.

 A new overhang/awning at the street facing the corner of the building to provide a porch-like facade

 80+% of the structure will be clad in reclaimed locally salvaged barnwood with the esthetic design to 
emulate a traditional community grain elevator building.  This will satisfy the exterior surfaces requirement.

 Paved walkways will connect the library, restaurant, parking and directly access the sidewalk.  The flow to 
be pleasant and encourage community interactions with multi-seasonal landscaping for color throughout 
the year. Over 10% of proposed site will be landscaped.

 The utilitarian functions will be totally screened from view and located at the rear of the building.

 Over 30% of the façade facing the Hamel Rd. will be glass (see design renderings)

 All parking will be expanded and located at the rear of the building keeping in compliance of Uptown 
Hamel specifications.
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